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About This Game

From Dust is the latest original game concept by Eric Chahi, creator of the cult classic, “Another World / Out of this World”.
Immerse yourself in a world as exotically beautiful as it is dangerous! You control the destiny of a primitive tribe against the
backdrop of a world in constant evolution—a universe where mighty Nature reclaims what is hers; and your mastery of the

elements is your people’s only chance of survival...

Key Features:

Ground-Breaking Technology

Play in the sandbox of one of the most advanced real-time nature simulations, where everything you see and interact
with evolves dynamically, offering a constantly renewed experience.

Unique Art Direction

Discover a large variety of environments: Tropical islands, volcanic landscapes, deserts and so much more…

Rich Story Mode

Explore 13 breathtaking territories of emergent gameplay. Master the natural forces at play on a mysterious archipelago
and help a primitive tribe to recover the lost powers of their ancestors.
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Confront Mighty Nature

Protect your tribe against Nature’s most devastating attacks. Face down tsunamis, wildfires, earthquakes, volcanoes,
torrential rains…

Master Godlike Powers 

Control the forces of nature to sculpt the world in your image. Hold back lava, stop raging waters, empty lakes, grow
forests and raise mountains!

Live Up to the Challenge

Race against the clock on 30 additional maps in Challenge Mode. Each scenario is a puzzle-like challenge where time is
of the essence...

Online leaderboards

Compare your Challenge Mode scores with the community on worldwide leaderboards.
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Title: From Dust
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Ubisoft Montpellier
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

OS: Windows XP (SP3) / Windows Vista (SP2) / Windows 7 (SP1)

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or 2.3 GHz AMD Athlon64 X2 4400+

Memory: 1.5 GB (Windows XP) / 2 GB (Windows Vista/Windows 7)

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c-compliant card with Shader Model 3.0 or higher (*see supported list)

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 4 GB

Sound: DirectX 9.0-compliant sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard, mouse, optional controller
*Supported Video Cards at Time of Release:

ATI RADEON HD 3000 / 4000 / 5000 / 6000 series

NVIDIA GeForce 8800 / 9 / 100 / 200 / 300 / 400 / 500 series

Laptop versions of these cards may work but are NOT supported. These chipsets are the only ones that will run this game.

Crossfire or SLI-equipped systems may run the game but are not supported. It is recommended to use a single card while
playing From Dust.
* This product does not support Windows® 98/ME/2000/NT

English,French,German,Italian
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Graphic is amazing, maybe is one of the most attractive fact I ever seen in my VR games list. Busy battle, you need to
understand the time of countattack to stop enemy, or use teleporting to avoid be surrounded by enemies. Stand away from
anemy and stand still will make quick recover. Boss is make you screaming and overwhelming if you don't battle tacticly. Other
2 weapons are fun as well, espacially the flying blade! Considering the price I will say it's definitely worth it!!! I played untill
midnight and quickly fall in sleep:). The games are spot on ports from the WDW ride nice way to relive memoires. Not a
complex game but simple fun!. Iru is horrible needs urgent buffs!!!. There're already lots of reviews about
Pathfinder:Kingmaker so I'll keep it short.
In short, every good thing you've heard about this game is true. Fully realised Pathfinder ruleset, enormous adventure, decisions
truly matter, great setting and the next best 'dungeons and dragons style game' after Baldur's Gate.

Everything bad you've heard about this game is also true. Unbalanced encounters, poor pacing, bugs, loading times, questionable
design choices.

But I would say the good far outweigh the bad. Proof is I just can't stop playing this game! If you liked Baldur's Gate you owe it
to yourself to give this adventure a spin!. A great experience! I love this feeling of a very nervous arcade game combined with
the exigency of a tough die and retry. Stay Safe clearly challenges you and rewards you with well-designed levels and precise
controls.
I also particularly appreciate the community of this game! People on Discord are very welcoming and helpful if you want to
find some strategies to get the best times.
. This is a lovely game, with it's fair share of issues that can be easily overlooked. Cool combat with a few unclear mechanics
that take some time to learn, (you should unlock playing as some of your party members as soon as you can since swapping
between them makes the combat really enjoyable), Story's pretty sentimental in a good way but has some plot holes,
nevertheless it will feel like there's someone cutting up some onions near you at some points of the game.

The world is just beautiful, everywhere you look you're bound to see some amazing scenery with some nice eastereggs here and
there for fans of the franchise and with the Car they give you, even though the driving is pretty handheld so that you don't mess
it up, just made travelling around seem like a really good road trip.

Main characters are all lovable and interesting with really good backstories dialogue and interactions. And ofcourse, The fishing
is really well done, I spent more than 5 hours just fishing throughout my 1st play through since it can be both chill af or even
challenging.

All in all, Yes, I do recommend this game.. Would be better if it had consistent speeds on the arrows
it made it feel more like a reaction time game rather than a rhythmic game. A short free RPG game that's really cute
and......scary?. Fighting Classic, what's not to like? A must own for retro fighting fans!
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This is THE most creative locomotion system ive ever played on VR, it solves the motion sickness issue really well, and its
pretty intuative, swinging ur arm to walk in virtual reality can never go wrong, its simulating real life movement making you
walk, jog and run. To top it all, you can always change your controllers in the main menu with another awesome controller that
actually work pretty well in this game, the trackpad locomotion system allowing you to move all around the game with no
bounderies. Simply love the options in this game.
Running, ducking, gunning, avoiding incomming bullets and rockets, is so much fun and keeps your heart pounding. A great
FPS with awesome looking graphics.
The shooting is pretty satisfying, its like holding a real gun in your hand with a great feedback from the controller.
Ive played the game for almost 7 hours and still ddnt finish the last level, the arenas and the open sandbox areas keep you
coming for more, with different hiding strategies and different starting points at each time until you finally make it.
In general the game is freeking awesome, worth every penny....
Hope you guys enjoy it, i know i did.. Little Lost Robots is the alternative to an IQ test game. There are 2 modes to complete the
puzzles in order to get 3 stars. The least number of moves and the fastest times to get the robots home. Although the fastest
times solution has already been pre-determined, the optimum amount of moves are player determined! So the best solution for
this game...may still come from you! I can't believe such a simple game could have me hooked for hours just to get the best
solution. I thought I was smart until this game came along. And my IQ is 152...apparently not high enough for this game.. I'd
love to review this game, but I never got it to run. After forcing it to quiet after it stopped responding while the game was
loading, I uninstalled it.. Turba is a puzzle game that try to mix youre music with some match making blocks. But will it succeed
? Turba has to be the worst puzzle game on steam without even trying. The game is a match four block type game. You choose a
track and the game mode and thats it. The game doesnt even really explain what youre supposed to do so its up to you to
understand what to do. The game is boring and not really worth youre money or time. Overall theres nothing more to say about
this game. Turba is one of the worst puzzle games that you can buy on steam for 4 bucks just skip this and get something else.
Also the game is barely stable to play. Just Skip this one. Turba gets a 2/10. I enjoyed my time with this game. I wasnt too
familar with the rules of Golf before playing this but the Golfing is pretty simplistic. I liked the way the charcter stats affect
your golf game. it plays like an action RPG. there are some secrets to be found I found a few of them but I suspect not all of
them. I bought this for 1.50 USD during the summer sale and having played it Id happily pay more for it.. Improves all of the
aspects from the First game and is therefore pretty much (one of) the best platformers on Steam.

The first game suffered quite much from its Nintendo 3DS origins. Luckily this time the game doesn't feel like all characters
were crammed into a very small screen which results much more smooth gameplay.

If I were to nitpick about something it would be the difficulty that is considerable easier than it was in the first part of the series.
I don't miss all those pits or suddenly appearing enemies but cute bosses have somewhat lost their charm because of the easier
difficulty. In the first game bosses either required multiple lives to find out barely survivable strategy or upgraded technical skill
that was their weakness. This time I accidentally beat most of the bosses in (so-called) expert mode with normal shot on first or
second try. In the first game utilizing weaknesses felt like strangely satisfying cheating after failing multiple times with normal
shot but now just beating bosses makes me have guilty conscience.

Later Thoughts: Replay-value of the game is huge thanks versatility of gameplay. There are two (and half) characters to play
that differ considerably but what really adds that replay-value is the shop system. There are the normal shops that sell stuff for
current playthrough and "cheat-shop" that can be used to alter characters initial parameters. Beating the game even on the
hardest difficulty isn't exactly very hard because you can farm currency and quite buy ease. The real difficulty of the game is to
understand all those (stupid) things you can do with shop-system and how to tailor your playthrough. For example: like in most
of the megamanesque games, all the sub-weapons\/technical skills are used extremely little. However with cheat shop its
possible to get enough initial currency to fully upgrade your (least) favourite technical skill which gives incentive to put it into
main weapon slot. Sliding through the game and enemies (and into pits) is very different experience compared to just shooting
things with standard shot.. This is an awful game. DO NOT BUY THIS JUNK!!
It makes all kinds of crazy "unchangeable" aspects of
the game. It is obviously very politically motivated.
This game is a hot Steamy (pun intended) pile
of socialistic, communist crap.
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